"Imaginary Landscape" will be located at an ancillary building of the Tukwila Station, creating a signature landmark for the site. The mix of color, light and materials will create energy and visual excitement for daily visitors to the station.
DESCRIPTION
The artwork consists of four elements: sculpture, surface treatment, landscape and lighting. Starting within a planting bed at the base of the ancillary building, five rows of red-twig dogwood reach out toward the curb in a finger-like pattern. The dogwoods will be contrasted with mulch and seasonal bulbs that surround each row. The red shrubs give way to blue panels that travel up the walls of the building, referencing the sky. The top of the building is then adorned with a steel "crown" with mirrored jewels that will further capture and reflect the sky. Each of these elements is then highlighted with lighting, giving the overall work a dramatic, theatrical and memorable feel.
INSPIRaTION fOR ThE wORk
Artist Sheila Klein draws on formal gardening techniques as a starting point for "Imaginary Landscape." Formal gardens employ the use of dramatic graphic devices: edged beds, strong geometric patterning and playful sightlines. Klein then injects a level of theater into the work, in the mixing of materials and the use of lights. The final intent is to create drama and excitement that will work both intimately as well as from a distance, in the daytime, as well as at night. 
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